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Cipriano de Rore, I madrigali a cinque voci (1542)

1. Cantai mentre ch’i’risi del mio foco

CD 1

La viva fiamma, ov’io morendo vissi,

Ben che quant’o cantai e quant’o scrissi

Di madonna e d’amor fu nulla o poco.

Ma se i begli occhi ond’il mio cor saccese

Del lor chiaro divin almo giacere

Non m’havessero a torto fatto indegno,

Col canto havrei l’interno e grave ardore

A gl’orecchi di tal fatto palese

Che pieta fora ov’alberga ira e sdegno.

A gli amosori strali fermo segno

Sarei, pieno di dolce aspro martiro

Ov’hora in libertà piango e sospiro.

Sarei, pieno di dolce aspro martiro

A gl’orecchi di tal fatto palese

Che pieta fora ov’alberga ira e sdegno.

A gli amosori strali fermo segno

Sarei, pieno di dolce aspro martiro

Ov’hora in libertà piango e sospiro.

Francesco Petrarca, Canzoniere 164

---

2. Hor che’l ciel et la terra e ’l vento tace,

CD 1

Et le fere e gli augili il sono affrena,

Notte ’l carro stellato in giro mena,

Et nel suo letto il mar senz’onda giace.

Veggio, penso, ardo, piango, e chi mi sfascia

Sempre m’è inanzi per mia dolce pena.

Veggio, penso, ardo, piango, e chi mi sfascia

Sempre m’è inanzi per mia dolce pena.

Giovanni Brevio

---

3. Poggiand’al ciel coll’ali del desio

CD 1

Icaro il fol’ardir’ menol’in parte

Dove si sfe la cera a parte a parte,

Che di piu’mè d’orgolio il padre ordio.

Miser, ove ti mena il fatto rio

Fuor del dritto camin ad infiammarte,

Fer sepultura a le tue membra sparte

Le belle nimphe Galatea e Spio.

Tal si trova dinanzi al lume vostro,

Donna gentil, ogni ardimento humano

Che d’honor et virtute si desvia;

Dinanzi a voi Amor lascivo et vano

Perd’al e strali. O dov’è chi mi dia

Per honorar v’assai ingegno et ingiostro?

anonymous

---

4. Quand’o son tutto volto in quella parte

CD 1

Ove ’l bel viso di madonna luce,

Et m’è rimasa nel pensier la luce,

Che miardè et strugge dentro a parte a parte,

Et m’è rimasa nel pensier la luce.

I’ , che temo del cor che mi si parte,

Che m’arde e strugge dentro a parte a parte,

Et m’è rimasa nel pensier la luce,

Quand’o son tutto volto in quella parte.

Dove si sfe la cera a parte a parte,

I’ , che temo del cor che mi si parte,

Che m’arde e strugge dentro a parte a parte,

Et m’è rimasa nel pensier la luce.

Giovanni Brevio

---

5. Soearing up to the heavens on wings of desire, Icarus was led by mad daring to the place

Where my lady’s fair face shines,

And in my thoughts remains the light

That burns and melts me within, bit by bit,

I, since I fear for my heart, which is breaking,

And see at hand the end of my life,

Take my leave like a blind man without sight,

Who does not know where he goes, and yet departs.

And so before the blows of death I flee,

But not so quickly that desire does not come with me, as it is used to

Silent, I go; for my words of death would make people weep, and I desire

That my tears be shed in solitude.

Petrarca, Canzoniere 18

---

6. Francesco Petrarca, Canzoniere 164

Now that the heavens and the earth and the wind are silent

And sleep reins in the beasts and the birds,

Night drives her starry car about,

And in his bed the sea lies without a wave,

I wake, I think, I burn, I weep; and she who destroys me

Is always before me, to my sweet pain.

War is my state, full of wrath and suffering,

And only thinking of her do I have any peace.

Thus from one clear living fountain alone

Springs the sweet and the bitter on which I feed:

That burns and melts me within, bit by bit,

And so that my suffering may not reach its end,

A thousand times a day I die and a thousand am born,

So far am I from my health.

When I am all turned toward that place

Where my lady’s fair face shines,

And in my thoughts remains the light

That burns and melts me within, bit by bit,

I, since I fear for my heart, which is breaking,

And see at hand the end of my life,

Take my leave like a blind man without sight,

Who does not know where he goes, and yet departs.

And so before the blows of death I flee,

But not so quickly that desire does not come with me, as it is used to

Silent, I go; for my words of death would make people weep, and I desire

That my tears be shed in solitude.
5. **Solea lontana in sonno consolarme**

From afar, my lady used to console me in sleep with her sweet angelic countenance; now she terrifies me and makes me sorrowful, nor can I defend myself against grief or fear:

for often in her face I seem to see true pity mixed with grave pain, and to hear things that persuade my heart to disarm itself of joy and hope.

“Do you not remember that last evening,” she says, “when I left your eyes moist and, forced by time, I departed?

“I could not tell you then, nor did I want to; now I tell you as something tried and true: Do not hope to see me on earth ever again.”

Petrarca, Canzoniere 250

6. **Altiero sasso lo cui gioco spira**

Proud rock whose peak breathes forth the ancient rites of the great people of Mars; river that breaks on this side and that, now quiet and still, now full of rage and fury; grounds that the world still loves and sighs for, consecrated by so many and by such writings; eternal memories, and you scattered relics on which every good soul gazes with devotion.

I seem to hear fleeing around you the waves sigh, and the branches and flowers and breeze lament, and the stones break from grief, for already the day of weeping draws near when the beautiful face that all Italy honors shall leave you wrapt in horror at her departure.

Originally written to mark the pending departure of Vittoria Farnese from Rome as part of the negotiations of her marriage to François de Lorraine, Duke of Guise.

Francesco Maria Molza

7. **Strane rupi, aspri monti, alte tremanti**

Strange cliffs, harsh mountains, high shaking ruins, and rocks naked and exposed to Heaven, where with great effort such steep clouds of smoke rise in the gloomy, fuming air; awesome horror, silent woods, and so many black grass-grown caves opened into broken stones; abandoned, barren deserts where wandering beasts go in fear.

Like a man whose sad heart is torn with excessive pain, out of his mind, who goes weeping wherever madness leads him, I go weeping among you: and if Heaven does not take my side, with much fuller voice will I be heard from among the sad shades.

Niccolò Amanio

8. **La vita fugge, et non s'arresta un'hora**

Life is fleeting and does not pause for a moment, and death follows after by great stages, and present and past things make war on me, and future things also, and remembering and expecting weigh down my heart, now on this side, now on that, so that in truth, except that I take pity on myself, I would already be beyond these thoughts.

If my sad heart ever knew any sweetness, it reappears before me; and then on the other side I see the winds turbulent for my voyage, I see a storm in port, and my helmsman wearied now, and masts and lines broken, and the beautiful lights that I used to gaze at, extinguished.

Petrarch, Canzoniere 272

9. **E i lumi bei, che mirar soglio, spenti.**

and the beautiful lights that I used to gaze at, extinguished.

**Ruine e sassi al ciel nudi e scoperti,**

It reappears before me; and then on the other side I see the winds turbulent for my voyage, I see a storm in port, and my helmsman wearied now, and masts and lines broken, and the beautiful lights that I used to gaze at, extinguished.

Petrarch, Canzoniere 272

**Veggio fortuna in porto, et stanco homai**

Proud rock whose peak breathes forth the ancient rites of the great people of Mars; river that breaks on this side and that, now quiet and still, now full of rage and fury; grounds that the world still loves and sighs for, consecrated by so many and by such writings; eternal memories, and you scattered relics on which every good soul gazes with devotion.

I seem to hear fleeing around you the waves sigh, and the branches and flowers and breeze lament, and the stones break from grief, for already the day of weeping draws near when the beautiful face that all Italy honors shall leave you wrapt in horror at her departure.

Originally written to mark the pending departure of Vittoria Farnese from Rome as part of the negotiations of her marriage to François de Lorraine, Duke of Guise.

Francesco Maria Molza
Petrarch, Canzoniere 244

Il mal mi preme, et mi spaventa il peggio,
Al qual veggio si larga et piana via,
Ch’i’ son intrato in simil frenesia,
Toward which I see so broad and smooth a way
that I have entered into frenzy like yours
and with hard thoughts rave with you.

Ilo oppresss me, and I am terrified by the worst,
toward which I see so broad and smooth a way
that I have entered into frenzy like yours
and with hard thoughts rave with you.

You weep, and she for whom you weep
laughs, and heaven laughs, which has received her
among the elect souls, free and released
from her pain, impermanent, and corruptible mantle.

She, all intent on the divine and holy light,
hears sweet harmony on every side,
then, turning to herself, says: “O foolish one,
why did you linger so long on earth?”

And when she lowers her eyes down here,
seeing the prison from which she escaped
she grieves over your misery and sad fate.

Our life is a flower plucked from amongst thorns;
so weep for your death, not for hers,
for death is that which we call “life.”

Quanto più m’avvicino al giorno extremo
Che l’umana miseria suol far breve,
Più veggo il tempo andar veloce et leve,
The closer I approach that last day
that makes all human misery brief,
the more I see that Time runs swift and light
and that my hope of him is fallacious and empty.

I dico a’ miei pensier, Non molto andremo
D’amor parlando homai, ch’è duro et greve
Terreno incarco come fresca neve
I say to my thoughts, “We won’t go on much further
except that sun which takes its rays from living Love.
and that my hope of him is fallacious and empty.

Perché con lui cadrò quello speranza,
Che ne fe’ vaneggiar si lungamente,
E’ i mio di lui sperar fallace et scemo.
I seem to hear her, hearing the branches and the breeze
and the leaves, and the birds lamenting, and the waters
fleeing with a murmur across the green grass.

Raro un silentio, un solitario horror
D’ombrosa selva mai tanto mi piacque,
Se non che dal mio sol troppo si perde.
Rarely has a silence, a solitary horror
of shady woods ever pleased me so much,
except that I lose too much of my sun.

Lei, tutta intenta al lume divo e santo,
Dol’harmonia per ogni parte ascolta,
Poi volgendosi a se si dice, “O stolta,
hears sweet harmony on every side,
seeing the prison from which she escaped
she grieves over your misery and sad fate.

Our life is a flower plucked from amongst thorns;
so weep for your death, not for hers,
for death is that which we call “life.”

Quanto più m’avvicino al giorno extremo
Che l’umana miseria suol far breve,
Più veggo il tempo andar veloce et leve,
The closer I approach that last day
that makes all human misery brief,
the more I see that Time runs swift and light
and that my hope of him is fallacious and empty.

I dico a’ miei pensier, Non molto andremo
D’amor parlando homai, ch’è duro et greve
Terreno incarco come fresca neve
I say to my thoughts, “We won’t go on much further
except that sun which takes its rays from living Love.
and that my hope of him is fallacious and empty.

Perché con lui cadrò quello speranza,
Che ne fe’ vaneggiar si lungamente,
E’ i mio di lui sperar fallace et scemo.
I seem to hear her, hearing the branches and the breeze
and the leaves, and the birds lamenting, and the waters
fleeing with a murmur across the green grass.

Raro un silentio, un solitario horror
D’ombrosa selva mai tanto mi piacque,
Se non che dal mio sol troppo si perde.
Rarely has a silence, a solitary horror
of shady woods ever pleased me so much,
except that I lose too much of my sun.

Lei, tutta intenta al lume divo e santo,
Dol’harmonia per ogni parte ascolta,
Poi volgendosi a se si dice, “O stolta,
hears sweet harmony on every side,
seeing the prison from which she escaped
she grieves over your misery and sad fate.

Our life is a flower plucked from amongst thorns;
so weep for your death, not for hers,
for death is that which we call “life.”

Quanto più m’avvicino al giorno extremo
Che l’umana miseria suol far breve,
Più veggo il tempo andar veloce et leve,
The closer I approach that last day
that makes all human misery brief,
the more I see that Time runs swift and light
and that my hope of him is fallacious and empty.

I dico a’ miei pensier, Non molto andremo
D’amor parlando homai, ch’è duro et greve
Terreno incarco come fresca neve
I say to my thoughts, “We won’t go on much further
except that sun which takes its rays from living Love.
and that my hope of him is fallacious and empty.

Perché con lui cadrò quello speranza,
Che ne fe’ vaneggiar si lungamente,
E’ i mio di lui sperar fallace et scemo.
I seem to hear her, hearing the branches and the breeze
and the leaves, and the birds lamenting, and the waters
fleeing with a murmur across the green grass.

Raro un silentio, un solitario horror
D’ombrosa selva mai tanto mi piacque,
Se non che dal mio sol troppo si perde.
Rarely has a silence, a solitary horror
of shady woods ever pleased me so much,
except that I lose too much of my sun.

Lei, tutta intenta al lume divo e santo,
Dol’harmonia per ogni parte ascolta,
Poi volgendosi a se si dice, “O stolta,
hears sweet harmony on every side,
seeing the prison from which she escaped
she grieves over your misery and sad fate.

Our life is a flower plucked from amongst thorns;
so weep for your death, not for hers,
for death is that which we call “life.”

Quanto più m’avvicino al giorno extremo
Che l’umana miseria suol far breve,
Più veggo il tempo andar veloce et leve,
The closer I approach that last day
that makes all human misery brief,
the more I see that Time runs swift and light
and that my hope of him is fallacious and empty.

I dico a’ miei pensier, Non molto andremo
D’amor parlando homai, ch’è duro et greve
Terreno incarco come fresca neve
I say to my thoughts, “We won’t go on much further
except that sun which takes its rays from living Love.
and that my hope of him is fallacious and empty.

Perché con lui cadrò quello speranza,
Che ne fe’ vaneggiar si lungamente,
E’ i mio di lui sperar fallace et scemo.
I seem to hear her, hearing the branches and the breeze
and the leaves, and the birds lamenting, and the waters
fleeing with a murmur across the green grass.

Raro un silentio, un solitario horror
D’ombrosa selva mai tanto mi piacque,
Se non che dal mio sol troppo si perde.
Rarely has a silence, a solitary horror
of shady woods ever pleased me so much,
except that I lose too much of my sun.

Lei, tutta intenta al lume divo e santo,
Dol’harmonia per ogni parte ascolta,
Poi volgendosi a se si dice, “O stolta,
hears sweet harmony on every side,
seeing the prison from which she escaped
she grieves over your misery and sad fate.

Our life is a flower plucked from amongst thorns;
so weep for your death, not for hers,
for death is that which we call “life.”
13. Perseguendomi Amor al luogo usato, Ristretto in guisa d’huom ch’aspetta guerra, Che si prove, e i passi intorno serra, Di miei antichi pensier’ mi stava armato.

Volsimi, et vidi un’ombra che da lato Stampavole il sole, et riconobbi in terra Quella che, se ’l giudizio mio non erra, Era piu degna d’immortale stato.

Io dicea fra mio cor: Perche paventi? Ma non fu prima dentro il pensier giunto Che i raggi, ov’io mi struggo, eran presenti.

Come col balenar tona in un punto, Cosi fu’io de’ begli occhi lucenti Et d’un dolce saluto insieme aggiunto.

Since Love was pursuing me to the usual place, I, drawn up like a man who expects war, who provides himself and closes the passes all around, was armed with my old thoughts.

I turned and saw a shadow to one side, cast by the sun, and on the ground I recognized her who, if my judgment does not err, was more worthy of immortal state.

I was saying within my heart: “Why are you afraid?” but the thought had no sooner entered within than the rays that melt me were present; as with lightning the thunder comes at the same instant, so I was overtaken by those beautiful shining eyes and a sweet greeting all at once.

Petrarch, Canzoniere 110

14. Chi vol veder quantunque pò natura E ’l ciel tra noi, venga a mirar costei, Ch’è sola un sol, non pur a gli occhi miei, Ma ’l mondo cieco, che vertù non cura.

Et venga tosto, perché morte fura Prima i migliori, et lascia star i rei. Questa aspettata al regno de gli dei, Così fu’io de’ begli occhi lucenti Come col balenar tona in un punto, Così fu’io de’ begli occhi lucenti Et d’un dolce saluto insieme aggiunto.

Whoever wishes to see all that Nature and Heaven can do among us, let him come gaze on her, for she alone is a sun, and not merely for my eyes but for the blind world, which does not care for virtue; and let him come soon, for death steals the best first, and leaves behind the wicked. Awaited in the kingdom of the gods, this beautiful mortal thing passes and does not endure.

He will see, if he arrives in time, every virtue, every beauty, every regal manner joined in one body, marvelously tempered. Then he will say that my rhymes are mute, my wit overcome by excessive light. But if he waits too long he shall have to weep forever.

Petrarch, Canzoniere 248

15. Quel sempre acerro et honorato giorno Mandò si al cor l’immagine sua viva Ch’ingegno o stil non fia mai che ’l descriva, Ma spesso a lui con la memoria torno.

L’atto d’ogni gentil pietate adorno, E ’l dolce amaro lamentar ch’io udiva, Facean dubbiar, se mortal donna o diva Fosse, che ’l ciel rasserenava intorno.

La testa or fino, et calda neve il volto, Hevebo i cigli, et gli occhi eran due stelle, Onde Amor l’arco non tendeva in fallo. Perle et rose vermiglie, ove l’accolto Fiamma i sospir, le lagrime cristallo.

That forever cruel and honored day impressed upon my heart its image so alive there is no wit or style that can ever describe it, but often I return to it in memory.

Her gestures adorned with all noble pity and the sweet bitter lamenting that I heard made me wonder if it were mortal woman or goddess who made the sky clear all around.

Her head fine gold, and her face warm snow, ebony her eyebrows, and her eyes two stars, whence Love never bent his bow in vain; pearls and crimson roses, where the gathered sorrow formed ardent and beautiful words; flame her sighs, her tears crystal.

Petrarch, Canzoniere 157

16. Far potess’io vendetta di colui Che guardando et parlando mi distrugge, Et per più doglia poi s’asconde e fugge, Celando gli occhi a me si dolci et rei.

Così gli afflitti et stanchi pensier mei A poco a poco consumando sugge, E ’n sul cor quasi fero leon rugge La notte all’hor quand’io posar dovrei.

L’alma, cui morte del suo albergo caccia, Da me si parte, et di tal nodo sciolta L’alma, cui morte del suo albergo caccia, Da me si parte, et di tal nodo sciolta L’atto d’ogni gentil pietate adorno, E ’l dolce amaro lamentar ch’io udiva, E ’n sul cor quasi fero leon rugge La notte all’hor quand’io posar dovrei.

Could I but take vengeance on her who gazing and speaking destroys me and then, for more pain, abolishes and flees, hiding from me her eyes so sweet and cruel!

Thus she saps my afflicted and tired thoughts, consuming them little by little, and above my heart like a fierce lion roars at night, when I should be at rest.

My soul, which Death chases from its dwelling, leaves me, and loosed from that knot goes off straight to her who menaces it.

I marvel indeed if at some time, while it speaks to her, and weeps, and then embraces her, it does not break her sleep, if she is listening.

Petrarch, Canzoniere 256
Non sprezzate orgogliosa il servir mio.
Più ch’ad altra giamai cortese e pio,
Dhe, se ’l ciel ve s’aggiri adhora adhora,
D’odor vincete anchora.
E i più soavi odori
Vincete i più bei fiori,
Che con quella beltà che ’l mondo honora
Così bel nome, alma mia rosa, poi
Ben si conviene a voi
Petrarch,
Né le dispiaccia che per lei sospiri.
Pur che ben desiando i’ mi consume,
Assai contenti lassi i miei desiri,
Pur che ben desiasi i mi consume,
Né le dispiaccia che per lei sospiri.

Well does such a lovely name
suit you, my life-giving Rose, since
with that beauty that the world honors
you surpass the most beautiful flowers,
and with your fragrance
you surpass the sweetest fragrance as well.
Ah, though the heavens now circle around you,
the heavens now circle around you,
and do not notice me
nor do not notice me
that I am so weary, and the path is too steep for me.
You leave my desires enough satisfied
as long as I am consumed with desiring well
and it does not displease her that I sigh for her.

The readings of the 1542 print have been retained, including
variants from standard texts of Petrarch and spellings
and forms that differ from modern norms (e.g.
,& 20), and Massimo Ossi (no. 19), from which I have sometimes borrowed.
Mark Musa (Petrarch), Martha Feldman (nos. 1, 6 & 7), Angela Lloyd (nos. 9
& 20), and Massimo Ossi (no. 19), from which I have sometimes borrowed.
I have also consulted the commentary in Marco Santagata’s edition of
Canzoniere (Milan, 1996). Many thanks to Courtney Quaintance and
Jessie Ann Owens for corrections and suggestions.

Translations by Scott Metcalfe. Cf. translations by Robert Durling and
Mark Musa (Petrarch), Martha Feldman (nos. 1, 6 & 7), Angela Lloyd (nos. 9
& 20), and Massimo Ossi (no. 19), from which I have sometimes borrowed.
I have also consulted the commentary in Marco Santagata’s edition of
Canzoniere (Milan, 1996). Many thanks to Courtney Quaintance and
Jessie Ann Owens for corrections and suggestions.

Verses 19 and 20 have also been altered for sense.

Now that the air and the earth
in the natural order of things
are assailed and struck
by the full force of rain and frost,
so that warmth is extinguished all the way up to the heavens,
in my breast alone, alas, is forever enclosed
a most intensely burning light,
no does it change with changing weather,
but, with harshest warfare,
at the mercy of a wicked and cruel lady, the soul is undone,
so that I desire only death in order to find peace.
From those fair eyes for which I am always sighing
there rains within my heart such a flame
that I feel myself consumed bit by bit,
and for me the bitterness is sweet, sinful suffering.

Gentle eyes, in which Love has stored
his every joy and my every delight,
trusted dwelling dear to my soul:
if to succor my afflicted heart
I turn and raise my eyes, full of humility,
to their desired divine refuge,
may the light of that sun
that the world honors not be denied them.
the reason that I, loving and burning, live and die.
In 1542, a Flemish immigrant to Italy burst onto the musical scene with a remarkable publication. Cupriaen De Rore, or Cipriano de Rore, as he signed his name in his letters, was twenty-seven years old, or possibly twenty-eight, and had never published any of his music when he brought out "I madrigali a cinque voci" with a leading Venetian music printer, Girolamo Scotto.

The title page of his 1542 publication tells us nothing about the composer beyond his name, Cipriano Rore. Thanks to research by Richard Agee and Bonnie Blackburn, we now think that he may have been working as a freelance composer and living in Brescia, some 180 kilometers west of Venice, when this book was published. Just a few years later, in 1546, he secured the most prestigious post in Italy, as chapelmaster for the Duke of Ferrara; perhaps the book advertised the composer’s skills to potential employers. He later served as chapelmaster at the Farnese court in Parma and then at San Marco in Venice. He returned to Parma and died there in 1565, aged forty-nine or fifty. During the decades of the 1540s to mid-1560s he was arguably the most original and important composer of Italian madrigals. A portrait in a luxurious manuscript commissioned by Duke Albrecht V of Bavaria in 1559 and painted by court painter Hans Mielich shows him at the height of his fame as a composer.
Cipriano's book has an unusual title, simply I madrigali a cinque voci, "the madrigals for five voices." Most prints that contain madrigals were part of a series, with titles such as "the first book of madrigals for four voices" or "the second book." Calling it simply I madrigali a cinque voci suggests that this would be his only book of madrigals, but he would instead go on to publish five books of madrigals for five voices and two books for four voices. The title continues with the conventional "nuovamente posti in luce," newly published (literally, "placed in light"), and information about the publication: the printer's mark, the printer, place and year of publication.

The print has been slow to reveal critical features. It lacks a privilege, a form of copyright protection granted by the Venetian government typically printed on the title page ("cum gratia et privilegio"). In 1545, Cipriano obtained a privilege for his book of five-voice motets. Perhaps when he published his madrigals in 1542 he did not understand the value of a privilege for protecting his intellectual property and creative work, or perhaps he lacked the means for filing an application. The 1542 book became a best-seller, and four different printers brought out nearly a dozen editions of it over the course of the century.

Also striking is the absence of a dedication, the customary way of thanking a patron for the financial support that enabled publication. The verso of the title page, where a dedication would typically be placed, has been left blank. Does this mean that Cipriano paid for the first edition of the book himself? Or was there a patron who preferred to remain unnamed? Unlike composers who parlayed a dedication into a subvention, Cipriano never dedicated any of his prints to patron.

At the very end of the 1542 I madrigali a cinque voci is the table of contents, a simple list of its contents in alphabetical order, most with the notation "con la seconda parte" (with the second part). Although nothing draws attention to the special character of the contents, this print marked a significant change in the kinds of Italian texts composers were setting, away from lighter and shorter texts to more serious texts, in sixteenth-century music, realized that Cipriano had organized the print in modal order from mode 1 to mode 8, as shown in the table; only the final three pieces in the book do not adhere to this scheme. It is the earliest print to employ mode as the organizing principle.
Cipriano seems to have been among the first composers to understand how to adapt the concepts associated with modality, devised originally for monophonic chant, for polyphonic music. He distinguished between the authentic (high) and plagal (low) form of the modes through the ambitus or range of the voices, and the octave of the lowest note of the final sonority; the contrast between authentic and plagal is shown by the choice of clefs, high (g2 ... F3) versus low (c1 ... F4). In the case of the E modes, which sit low in the Renaissance gamut or tonal system, the distinction is between low clefs (c1 ... F4) and even lower clefs (c2c4g4f3f4). And he used characteristic melodic gestures and cadences both to establish, and then to deviate from the mode to express the meaning of the words. The model that he established in this print was followed by composers such as Palestrina and Lasso for the rest of the century.

Massimo Ossi recently noticed that none of the many subsequent editions of the 1542 book retained the precise contents and ordering of pieces or the modal organization of the first edition, and he questioned whether the printer, Girolamo Scotto, could have been responsible for the ordering of 1542, rather than Cipriano. A close examination of the later editions from the perspective of printing house practices shows that the printers altered the contents in accordance with their typical practice. Antonio Gardano, for example, rearranged the order in his 1544 edition, keeping features such as organization by system (durus versus mollis, that is, no flat versus flat signature), cleffing and final, but also changing the order so that he could use space more efficiently and add one more madrigal. Scotto made even more significant changes in his 1544 edition, omitting some of De Rore’s madrigals, adding compositions by other composers, and increasing the number of pages. In contrast to these more commercial productions, financed by the printers, the 1542 edition stands out not only for its organization but also for the spacious layout of the music on the page, no doubt possible because the composer (or the composer and his undisclosed patron) assumed the financial risk. In short, the evidence of the printing history suggests that mode mattered to Cipriano but not to the Venetian printers who brought out the later editions.

But why? What work was mode doing? In 1990 Claude Palisca investigated the print from the perspective of modal ethos or affect. Examining the classical, medieval and Renaissance theoretical traditions, he assessed the appropriateness of De Rore’s choices by considering the effect of each text in the context of theoretical traditions. His results were not convincing because theorists often contradict themselves and borrow from one another. Furthermore, the traditions themselves are discontinuous. But in one way Palisca was right: De Rore did care about the ways particular modes could express particular texts. For that, however, he relied on his deep understanding of the poetry and his knowledge of the Italian language, and not on the theorists.

My own work on I madrigali began by asking why Cipriano set no. 11, Per mezz’i boschi, a text that Martha Feldman reads as full of savage Dantean imagery, as a high-clef F piece (mode 5), with its cheerful, major-mode affect. Without disagreeing at all with her interpretation, my attention was drawn instead to the positive elements of the text: the poet-narrator can wander in the hostile woods without fear, singing of his beloved, who is with him now only as a memory; instead of being afraid, he is pleased by the silence of the woods. Mode 5, a predecessor of the later F major, expresses the poet’s pleasure at this new-found connection to his lost beloved. A starker contrast to the mournful Tu piani (no. 9), set in a mode traditionally used for laments, cannot be imagined.

From this observation emerged the realization that the texts were carefully ordered and the modes carefully chosen. De Rore was not simply putting a random assortment of madrigals he had ready to hand into modal order. Nor was his decision about the mode for a given text made in isolation. Instead, he seems to have composed the individual settings of the poems and selected the mode according to a large-scale plan for the book. The opening piece, a ballata, Cantai mentre ch’i arsi, functions as a proem to introduce a group of sixteen sonnets. Together these seventeen poems and their musical settings constitute a previously unrecognized poetic and musical cycle. In a time when most compositions, with the exception of settings of the mass ordinary, were short, rarely more than a few minutes in duration, this cycle was unprecedented for its length, well over 100 minutes in performance.

The musical organization of the cycle uses mode to express affect. There are four groups, each with the authentic and plagal versions of the mode. Nos. 2-5 are in modes 1 and 2, nos. 6-9 are in modes 3 and 4, nos. 10-14 are in modes 5 and 6, and nos. 15-17 are in modes 7 and 8. Imagine the sounds of four different scale types, ranging from the very dark Phrygian sounds of the E mode (modes 3 and 4), the somewhat less dark Dorian (in this print transposed to G with a flat in the signature (modes 1 and 2), to the lighter sound of Mixolydian (G, with no signature, modes 7 and 8), to the lightest sound of the F mode, with a flat signature (modes 5 and 6). In modern terms we might hear these groups, respectively, as two forms of minor and two forms of major. Seen in this way, it becomes clear that the first half of the cycle—the minor half—can be read as the pain of love: the tormented and suffering poet engages with his beloved, “she who destroys me is always before me” (no. 2). The second half, in the major modes, describes the poet’s resignation at her loss and his attempts to keep her present even after her death. Tu piani (no. 9) functions as the pivot betwen these two worlds, the key to understanding the cycle: its opening sorrow (“You weep, and she for whom you weep laughs”) yields to the understanding of the closing (“Our life is a flower plucked from amongst thorns; so weep for your death, not for hers, for death is that which we call life”).
For mode to do its work, Cipriano needed an ordered set of poems that could present an overarching narrative. It is hard to imagine a composer assembling these poems without the help of a collaborator, who was in all likelihood a poet. For one thing, nearly a third of the texts were circulating only in manuscript: *I madrigali a cinque voci* is the earliest appearance in print for seven of the poems, and the only appearance for three. How did Cipriano come to have these texts?

The opening ballata, *Cantai mentre ch’i’ arsi*, may offer a clue. From the 1545 publication *Rime et prose volgari di M. Giovanni Brevio* we learn that the poet was Giovanni Brevio (c. 1480–c. 1560), a Venetian priest, poet and author of *prose novelle*. He also wrote the *ballata* that closes the book, *Da quei bei lumi*. His presence in the most prominent positions in *I madrigali* could well function as a poetic signature, signalling his contribution to the endeavor.

We know little about Brevio’s life: nephew (by adoption) of a bishop, he spent time during the 1510s in Rome and again in the 1540s, and held ecclesiastical benefices in the Veneto. He lived in Padua and Venice and was friends with many of Italy’s leading writers. Although no portrait has survived, we do have his coat of arms, showing crossed lion’s paws. 

Brevio can be connected, directly or indirectly, to all of the poets whose texts make up the 1542 print (excluding the three anonymous poems, nos. 3, 18 and 19). Pride of place, of course, goes to Petrarch. Brevio is known to have owned two early sixteenth-century prints of Petrarch’s *Canzoniere*, one of which survives today in Florence. It is a heavily annotated copy in which he added marginal notes identifying Petrarch’s quotations and allusions. Brevio knew his Petrarch inside and out. He also shared with his friend Pietro Bembo (1470–1547), cardinal, poet and influential literary critic, a fascination with fourteenth- and fifteenth-century manuscripts of the *tre corone*—Dante, Boccaccio, and Petrarch—and he owned a now-lost manuscript copy of the Raccolta Bartoliana, a collection of medieval lyric poetry.

Antonio Tebaldeo (1463–1537), the author of *Tu piangi*, was a well-known poet and courtier, associated with the courts in Mantua and Ferrara. He then moved to Rome, and as a member of the circle around Pope Leo X could well have known Brevio. Brevio copied and annotated Tebaldeo’s poetry in a manuscript anthology preserved today in Venice. Tebaldeo’s sonnet is the oldest poem in the 1542 collection, apart from Petrarch’s, first published in 1498 and many times thereafter.

Niccòlo Amanio (ca. 1468–ca. 1528), a lawyer and administrator as well as a poet, died without publishing his *rime*. They circulated in manuscript and then, from 1545, began to appear in printed anthologies published by the Venetian printer Gabriel Giolito di Ferrari. Brevio knew Giolito and could have been involved in that venture, which also included some of his own poems. Amanio’s *Strane rupi*, which used to be attributed to Luigi Tansillo, was first published in 1547.

Perhaps the best documented connection is between Brevio and the poet and *bon vivant* Francesco Maria Molza (1489–1544). Not only did they overlap in Rome, where Molza lived for most of his life in the entourage of Medici prelates (Pope Leo X, Pope Clement VII, Cardinal Ippolito de’ Medici), but they certainly knew one another. A wonderful letter from the Florentine historian and letterato Benedetto Varchi to Molza describes his visit to Catajo in 1536, the villa south of Padua where the Italian noblewoman Beatrice Pia degli Obizzi held her literary salon. Varchi had a *canzone* by Molza that he recited by heart to Bembo and then brought with him in written form to Catajo. Beatrice was not there but Brevio was. Varchi writes:
La mattina seguente, vedete che particolare io cono perché vostra signoria intenda ogni cosa, andando presso ad Arqua perché visitare la Cavaglieria de gli Obiz [Beatrice Pia degli Obizzi], gliela presentati scritta, sendovi solamente monsignor Brevio, ed egli or forte, or a piano, e or cantando, la lesse tutta più di vinti volte sempre lodando-la; all’ultimo mi disse alcune cose di non molta importanza, come vedrà vostra signoria, e io, dubitando di non tenerla a mente e per non errare, gliela riportai a casa, perché egli umanissimamente, presa la pennina, scrisse di sua mano quello che vedrà vostra signoria. Quelli segni o freghi sono dove sua signoria vorrebbe che vedesse, e a tale modo lo scrisse di sua mano. Perché egli umanissimamente, a mente e per non errare, gliela riportai non molta importanza, come vedrà vostra signoria; all’ultimo mi disse alcune cose che I certify to you that Your Lordship will understand everything—going to Arqua to visit Lady degli Obizzi, I presented it [the canzone] in writing—Monsignor Brevio was the only present, and he read the whole poem more than twenty times, now loudly, now softly, and now singing it, always praising it. At the end he told me some things that were not important, as Your Lordship will see, and I, doubting my ability to remember them and not make mistakes, carried it back to his house so that he, most kindly, taking a pen, could write in his own hand that which Your Lordship will see. Those signs or arrows are where he would want things to be changed, though he did not know how. There is no need for me to say anything else about the canzone, except to thank Your Lordship on his behalf for having sent it to show him, who certainly appreciates and speaks of Your Lordship as you deserve and shows that he loves you most cordially. 

The following morning—you see the details that I recount so that Your Lordship will understand everything—going to Arqua to visit Lady degli Obizzi, I presented it [the canzone] in writing—Monsignor Brevio was the only present, and he read the whole poem more than twenty times, now loudly, now softly, and now singing it, always praising it. At the end he told me some things that were not important, as Your Lordship will see, and I, doubting my ability to remember them and not make mistakes, carried it back to his house so that he, most kindly, taking a pen, could write in his own hand that which Your Lordship will see. Those signs or arrows are where he would want things to be changed, though he did not know how. There is no need for me to say anything else about the canzone, except to thank Your Lordship on his behalf for having sent it to show him, who certainly appreciates and speaks of Your Lordship as you deserve and shows that he loves you most cordially.

A similar circulation of poetry in handwritten copies among friends and acquaintances may explain the inclusion of Molza’s enigmatic sonnet Altiero sasso (no. 6) in the 1542 print:

Altiero sasso lo cui gioco spira
gli antichi honor del gran populo di Marte,
Fiume che tendi questa et quella parte,
Hor quieto et piano, hor pien di sdegno et ira;
Memorie eterne et voli relique sparte
Ch’ogni bon alma con pieta rimira:

Proud rock whose peak breathes forth the ancient rites of the great people of Mars; river that breaks on this side and that, now quiet and still, now full of rage and fury; grounds that the world still loves and sighs for, consecrated by so many and by such writings; eternal memories, and you scattered relics on which every good soul gazes with devotion:

Pari m’udir fugendo a voi d’intorno
Sospirar londe, e i rami e l’ora
Lagnarsi, e per dolor romper i sassi,
Che già del pianto s’acicina el giorno
Che ’l bel viso ch’italia tutta honor
Cinti d’horar al sua partir vi lassi.

It opens with references to Rome, the Capitoline, the Tiber, the scattered relics. The natural world laments “because the day of weeping draws near when the beautiful face that all of Italy honors will leave you,” i.e., Rome. Who is this “bel viso,” the lady whose departure all of Italy mourns? Franco Pignatti has recently identified the context: the sonnet was written to mark the pending departure of Vittoria Farnese, granddaughter of Pope Paul III (Farnese) for France as part of the negotiations for her marriage to François de Lorraine, duc de Guise. Vittoria Farnese, shown in a portrait by Jacopino del Conte, was a very valuable commodity in the marriage diplomacy that was a constant in European politics. Her trip to France was being planned as late as January 1541, but then the negotiations failed; François would go on to marry Anna d’Este, and Vittoria would marry Guidibaldo della Rovere. Altiero sasso thus was written no later than January 1541, after which it lost its original purpose and was in effect useless, except perhaps to Giovanni Brevio, who could imagine putting it into the group of sad texts that De Rore could set in the mournful Phrygian mode. We have to imagine the sonnet circulating in manuscript, directly or indirectly between Molza and Brevio. Tellingly, given what we know of Brevio’s willingness to revise other people’s poems, the version in Molza’s autograph has a slightly different reading (“honori del figliol di Marte” instead of “honor del gran populo di Marte”); it certainly seems plausible that Brevio could have provided the revised version of the text to Cipriano.

The poem thus found a new life in the 1542 sonnet cycle, between Solea lontana (no. 5), in which Petrarch has a vision of Laura telling him that he will not see her again, and Strane rupi (no. 7), a portrait that portrays a natural world of shaking ruins and barren deserts, and the weeping poet. The presence of Molza’s and Amanio’s poems suggests a conscious decision to build a cycle not only from poems drawn from the Canzoniere but also from well-known (and often reprinted) texts such as Tebaldeo’s Tu piangi and from poems circulating only in manuscript.

It is not hard to find connections between pairs of texts, or to find recurring themes. The E group, for example, has repeated references to sadness—the sad heart (twice), the sad fate—and no fewer than six references to weeping. Another recurring image is the poet’s “pensieri,” thoughts,
found in nine of the seventeen poems: “and only thinking of her do I have any peace” (no. 2); “and in my thoughts remains the light that burns and melts me within, bit by bit” (no. 4); he is almost beside himself, “di questi pensieri fora” (no. 8). In no. 10 he raves with hard thoughts, and in no. 11, as he goes singing of her whom the heavens could not put far from him, he calls his thoughts unwise. He speaks to his thoughts in no. 12, and in no. 13 arms himself with his “antichi pensier.” In no. 16 his beloved consumes his tired and afflicted thoughts, and in no. 17, Amor (Cupid) sees his every thought.

That these sorts of images were critical for creating a larger-scale organization, and indeed were part of the deliberate conception of the cycle, is shown by a remarkable alteration of Petrarch’s text in no. 16, Far potess’io. The second part as set by De Rore begins “Così gli afflitti et stanchi pensieri mei / A poco a poco consumando fugge.” This reading differs from the standard text in two places: “pensier” replaces “spiri,” and “fugge” replaces “sugge.” (Two of the voices in the 1542 edition (altus and tenor) read “spiri” instead of “pensier,” but all the rest of the editions published during Cipriano’s lifetime have “pensier”; only one of the voices in the 1542 edition (tenor) has “sugge,” while the rest, and all subsequent editions, have “fugge.”) Given the importance of “pensier” in the cycle as a whole, I would argue that both changes were intentional, and most likely the work of Brevio.

But the task of ordering the texts so that the large-scale narrative could be expressed musically through the modes must have been a true collaboration between poet and composer. A telling detail is that within the groups of four madrigals the texts are arranged to reflect the contrast between the authentic or high form of the mode and the plagal or low form. For example, in the first group, the first two pieces include “ciel,” heaven, in the first line—Hor che ’l ciel et la terra and Poggiand’al ciel coll’ali del desio—and both set in the authentic mode 1 (transposed). In the third group, Il mal mi preme, et mi spaventa il peggio (no. 10), the poet exhorts his friend to lift up his soul to the heavenly kingdom; the next piece, no. 11, Per mezz’i boschi inhospiti et selvaggi, refers to heaven, and to the sun and the sun’s rays. Both are set in the authentic F mode. The first two pieces in the final group also have references to “ciel,” “sol” and “regno de gli dei.”

We do not know for certain that Brevio and De Rore knew one another, much less collaborated, and there is no dearth of other candidates who might be considered potential collaborators. Brevio certainly knew Cipriano’s presumed patron, the Brescian nobleman Count Fortunato Martinengo. As we learn from two recent studies by Bonnie Blackburn, Martinengo was passionate about music, though not himself a performer, and he supported musicians and music-making, including a 1539 visit by Pietro Aron, who would dedicate his 1545 treatise on mode to Martinengo.
Martinengo was also the likely author of a travelogue that described a twelve-day boat trip on Lake Garda with a group of friends, probably in 1540 or 1541. There were daily performances of instrumental and vocal music, recitations of poetry, and learned discussions that included disquisitions on mode. In those same years Martinengo visited Padua, where he had been a student, to take part in the activities of the Accademia degli Infiammati (Academy of the Burning Ones). A letter from 1540 indicates that Brevio was going to be invited to join; he was living in Padua, just down the street from Sperone Speroni, a principal force in the academy and from 1541 its prince, and not far from his friend Pietro Bembo. These circles of erudite intellectuals, many of them poets, interested in classical notions of the power of music, passionate consumers of Petrarch and Petrarcan verse, constitute a likely context for I madrigali a cinque voci. But we could also look to Venice and to the circles around Domenico Venier, so ably elucidated by Martha Feldman.

I madrigali a cinque voci has long been recognized as a landmark in music history, but the music, which demands uncommon virtuosity and meticulous attention to every aspect of the text, is unknown, rarely performed or recorded. For me Blue Heron’s performances are a revelation that has caused me to rethink the specific stylistic features of the music. This is not the transparent homophony of Cipriano’s late style, much less the simple chanson-derived style of the early madrigal. It employs a distinctive kind of imitative polyphony or fuga that John Milsom describes as “flexed,” varied from statement to statement in both pitch and rhythm. Paradoxically, the individual musical segments are compact and dense while the composition as a whole is of unprecedented length. Together these features enable both the musical depiction of striking words and phrases, and the large-scale portrayal of affect. The new “black note” rhythmic convention, with its smaller note values, adds another possibility for text expression. The revelation of Cipriano’s 1542 publication—the novelty that must have come as a shock to listeners accustomed to simple settings of amorous texts—is the power of music to portray human emotion. These madrigals, each one a world unto itself, when taken together tell a story about the pain of love. With this print De Rore established the madrigal as a genre that celebrates the fusion of music and poetry. The tight connection between text and music at every level—from the musical depiction of salient features in the poetry to the musical expression of the overall affect of each poem, and even to the large-scale narrative represented through the colors of the modal system—make this collaboration between composer and poet a remarkable achievement with far-reaching implications for the ensuing generations.
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Nevertheless, the situation is far from bleak for those who would like to know how these madrigals might have been sung in the 1540s. Cipriano’s documented connections to Roberto Strozzi and Neri Capponi place him within a luminous galaxy of musicians, poets, musical and literary theorists, teachers, patrons, and bon vivants of all kinds in and around Venice, including the composer Adrian Willaert, the celebrated singers Polissena Pecorina and Perissone Cambio, the instrumentalist Silvestro Ganassi, poets and men of letters like Giovanni Brevio, Benedetto Varchi, and Francesco Molza, the theorists Nicolo Vicentino and Gioseffo Zarlino, the rather eccentric instrumentalist Silvestro Ganassi, poets and men of letters like Giovanni Brevio, Benedetto Varchi, and Francesco Molza, the theorists Nicolò Vicentino and Gioseffo Zarlino, the rather eccentric

PERFORMING I MADRIGALI A CINQUE VOCI

SCOTT METCALFE

When Cipriano de Rore published I madrigali a cinque voci in 1542 with the Venetian printer Girolamo Scotto, he seems to have been having a living as what we would now call a freelance musician. His first documented employment did not begin until May 1546, when he took up the post of maestro di cappella at the court of Duke Ercole II d’Este in Ferrara. Before that he appears to have resided in Brescia (ruled by the Republic of Venice since 1428, but lying 180 kilometers to the west) and may have moved in the circle of the Brescian Count Fortunato Martinengo, a poet and melomane who was the dedicatee of Pietro Aaron’s treatise Lucidario in musica (1545).1 But there is no ensemble or musical institution to which the composer may be directly linked at the time the madrigals were issued. A handful of letters to Roberto Strozzi, a prominent and wealthy member of an exiled Florentine family, reveal that Cipriano made a trip to Venice at some date in the early 1540s, and that on several occasions through 1546 he was paid by Strozzi, and by his close associate and fellow Florentine Neri Capponi, for madrigals for their private use.2 But the 1542 print of I madrigali lacks any sort of dedication or prefatory text that might suggest a destination for these extraordinary works, nor does it offer any information whatsoever about the sort of ensemble the composer may have envisioned performing his music, aside from its scoring for five voices of four types: Cantus, Altus, two Tenors (one labelled Quintus, the fifth part), and Bassus. Furthermore, we have neither a description nor even a record of any performances of Cipriano’s Madrigali a cinque voci during the composer’s lifetime or indeed at any time before our era, despite the fact that the music was reprinted in nearly a dozen editions during the sixteenth century.

Nevertheless, the situation is far from bleak for those who would like to know how these madrigals might have been sung in the 1540s. Cipriano’s documented connections to Roberto Strozzi and Neri Capponi place him within a luminous galaxy of musicians, poets, musical and literary theorists, teachers, patrons, and bon vivants of all kinds in and around Venice, including the composer Adrian Willaert, the celebrated singers Polissena Pecorina and Perissone Cambio, the instrumentalist Silvestro Ganassi, poets and men of letters like Giovanni Brevio, Benedetto Varchi, and Francesco Molza, the theorists Nicolò Vicentino and Gioseffo Zarlino, the rather eccentric

The most famous madrigal singer in Venice at mid-century was Polissena Pecorina, a soprano for whom Willaert seems to have composed much of his epochal Madrigali a cinque voci. Bassus, Tenor and its partner Quintus, and Altus were all adult men, with voices lying naturally lower to higher. The alto (abbreviated from contratenor altus) was, as the name implies, a high tenor. The ranges of these voices were best expressed by the bear that the same names, written on a five-line staff without the use of ledger lines:

The top part, called Cantus, Superius, or soprano, was written in soprano clef, or sometimes, depending on the mode of the piece, in mezzo-soprano clef:

The Cantus might be sung by a woman, a man singing in falsetto, a castrato, or a boy. The first two options seem to have been those common in madrigal circles. The choice might be framed by Polissena or Perissone.

There is little question about what sort of voice would have sung the lower four parts of Cipriano’s Madrigali a cinque voci. Bassus, Tenor and its partner Quintus, and Altus were all adult men, with voices lying naturally lower to higher. The alto (abbreviated from contratenor altus) was, as the name implies, a high tenor. The ranges of these voices were best expressed by the bear that the same names, written on a five-line staff without the use of ledger lines:

The most famous madrigal singer in Venice at mid-century was Polissena Pecorina, a soprano for whom Willaert seems to have composed much of his epochal Musica nova—published in 1559 but circulating in manuscript and being performed as much as two decades earlier in Venetian academies or salons like that of Neri Capponi.

Voice types & scoring: Polissena or Perissone?

There is little question about what sort of voice would have sung the lower four parts of Cipriano’s Madrigali a cinque voci. Bassus, Tenor and its partner Quintus, and Altus were all adult men, with voices lying naturally lower to higher. The alto (abbreviated from contratenor altus) was, as the name implies, a high tenor. The ranges of these voices were best expressed by the bear that the same names, written on a five-line staff without the use of ledger lines:

The top part, called Cantus, Superius, or soprano, was written in soprano clef, or sometimes, depending on the mode of the piece, in mezzo-soprano clef:

The Cantus might be sung by a woman, a man singing in falsetto, a castrato, or a boy. The first two options seem to have been those common in madrigal circles. The choice might be framed as between Polissena and Perissone.

The most famous madrigal singer in Venice at mid-century was Polissena Pecorina, a soprano for whom Willaert seems to have composed much of his epochal Musica nova—published in 1559 but circulating in manuscript and being performed as much as two decades earlier in Venetian academies or salons like that of Neri Capponi.

...se la S.V. udisse la divinità, ch’io ho gius
to con l’orecchia dell’intelligenza qui in
Venezia stupirebbe. Ecchi una gentil donna polisena Pecorina (consorte d’un cittadino della mia patria) tanto virtuosa & gentile, che non trove lade si alte, che la alla commen-
tina. Io ho udito una sera un concerto di
violoni & di voci, dove ella sonava, e canta-
tava in compagnia di altri spiriti eccellenti.
Il maestro perfetto della qual musica era
Adriano Viliaert di quella sua diligentie in-
versione non più usata dai musici; si univa
si dolce, si giusta, si mirabilmente acconcie
le parole, ch’io confessai non avere saputa
che cosa sia stata armonia ne’ miei giorni,
salvo in quella sera. L’infervaro di questa
musica, e l’inamorato di tanta divina
composizione è un gentil’uomo, uno
spirito eccellentissimo pur fiorentino, detto
M. Neri Capani. Questo M. Neri dispensa
le fanno centinaia de ducati in tal virtù.
e la conserva appresso di sè; ne’ fosse
sua padre darebbe fuori un canto.

Antonfrancesco Doni, Dialogo della musica, dedication in tenor partbook, dated April 7, 1544.²

Silvestro Ganassi, in his letter dedicating his Lettione seconda to Neri Capponi, hailed Capponi as “a Parnassus, a Helicon, and a haven for virtuosi”; he described Capponi’s accordion in its own music as “a sacred and divine collegio” presided over by “messer Adriano, who cannot be praised too highly, a new Prometheus of heavenly Harmony.”³

Polisena’s singing and playing evoked rapturous praise from musicians, poets, and patrons alike. In a letter dated March 27, 1534, Ruberto Strozzi wrote to his tutor, the Florentine historian Benedetto Varchi. Besides mentioning his hope to gratify Varchi’s desire that one of his epigrams be set to music by Willaert, Strozzi asks that Varchi compose a madrigal (the poetic form is meant) in Polissena’s honor.


² Silvestro Ganassi dal Fontego, Lettione seconda pur della prattica di sonare il violone d’arco da tasti (Venice, 1545), dedication in tenor partbook, dated April 7, 1544.

³ Silvestro Ganassi, a letter from the humanist and patron to the composer, dated 1563, and was himself the composer of over sixty settings of texts by Petrarch. See Massimo Ossi, “Petrarchan comedy…della vita…” in Silvestro Ganassi dal Fontego, Lettione seconda pur della prattica di sonare il violone d’arco da tasti (Venice, 1545), dedication in tenor partbook, dated April 7, 1544.

...il tuo Lordship could hear the divine things with the ears of understanding I have enjoyed here in Venice, you would be amazed. Here there is a gentlewoman, POLISENA Pecorina (wife of a citizen of my native town), so talented and refined that I cannot find words high enough to praise her. One evening (I forget the exact date) I heard a concert of violins and voices in which she played and sang together with other excellent musicians. The perfect master of that music was Adriano Willaert, whose studious style was so unified, so sweet, so right, so miraculously suited to the words that I confess to never having known what harmony was in all my days, save on that evening. The devotee of this music and lover of such divine composition is a gentleman, a most excellent spirit, Fiorentine as well, called Messer Neri Capponi. This Messer Neri spends hundreds of ducats every year on such art, and keeps it to himself; not even for his own father would he let forth one song.
Adi xxvii di Marzo 1534. M. Benedetto mio onorando: io mi trovo la vostra delle x. et con essa e otto sonetti, et due epigrammi, che per mia fe non mi potevii fare al mondo il maggior servizio, et vi priesi che continuaste in mandandami qual chastra cosa, quando ne face, che certo ne ho pia-cere assai. Voi avresti che io vi facessi fare su uno di quei epigrammi la musica à Adriano, di che farò ogni opera; ma non ve lo prometto al certo; perché un ringraziare la paternità al farlì è alcuno; pure farò il mio sforzo, et se farò ve lo manderò: lo como vi dissi ricevevi e mandriali, che voi me mandaste, et piaquero assai; ma essendo stato ricerca de farne uno altro in lude dellà Menu, non haveremo a chi ricorre, mi forza venire a Voi…

Io come vi dissi ricevei e mandriali, che non haveremo a chi ricorre, mi forza venire a Voi…

Ruderto Strozzi to Benedetto Varchi, Venice, March 27, 1534

Varchi appears to have fulfilled Strozzi’s request with this madrigal, later set to music by Jacques Arcadelt.

On the 27th day of March 1534. My esteemed messenger Benedetto: I have received yours of the 10th and with it the eight sonnets and two epigrams, and in faith you could not do me a greater service in the world, and I ask you to continue to send other such things when you do them, as they certainly give me a great deal of pleasure. I would like to have one of those epigrams set to music by Adriano; I’ll do everything I can, but I won’t promise you for certain, because it is a game of patience to get him to do anything, still, I will try with all my power, and if I get it, I’ll send it to you. As I told you, I received the madrigals that you sent me, and they were very pleasing. But having been asked to have another one made in praise of the lady’s honor, near at hand do to me, I must come to you… Make it in praise of the said Pulisena (who sings very well both in the lute and from partbooks), put her name in it, make the two final verses rhyme, and make them eleven syllables each, and she would like her name to be mentioned somewhere after the middle of the madrigal.

Quando col dolce suono s’accordan le dolcissime parole ch’escosin fra bianche perle bei rubini, maraviglioso dico: hora come sono venute in ciel, che si dappresso al sole rimiro ed odo accenti alt’e divini.

O spiriti pellegrini,
Quando col dolce suono...

As Martha Feldman notes, verses 7-9 gloss Petrarch’s Canzoniere, no. 157 in Cipriano’s Madrigali and verse 14 quotes the last line of the fourth stanza of the canzone Chiare fresche dolci acque (Canzoniere 126, v. 52), describing a rain of flowers swirling about Laura: “giurando parea dir: Qui regna Amore.”

As much as the sweetness of the Siren’s song ever rapt the senses and soul of the listener, no less does the beautiful Pecorina with a voice angelic and divine stir the heart.

At the sweet harmony the air becomes serene, the sea calms, the winds fall silent, and the heavens rejoice from sphere to sphere. The holy angels, intent, bowing their lovely faces this way, forget every pleasure of Paradise. And she, so honored, says with happy sound: “Here reigns Love.”

Not only does this poem fit precisely the requirements set down in Strozzi’s letter, it weaves the lady’s praises into a web of Petrarchian quotation and allusion. Its second verse quotes the sonnet Come? candido piel per ierba fresca,” and the image of teeth as pearls is a common one in Petrarch, featuring in Petrarch’s rubies. Arcadelt’s madrigal appears in Il Primo libro di madrigali à quattro (1539), see discussion in Agee 1983, pp. 11-12; Einstein, The Italian madrigal, pp. 164-5; Feldman 1995, pp. 31, 34-5; and James Haar, Essays on Italian poetry and music in the Renaissance, 1350-1600 (Berkeley, Los Angeles, and London, 1986), pp. 72-3.

Quel dolcezza giamai di canto di Sirena
involò i sensi e l’alma a chi ’l pudi,
che di quella non sia minor assai
che con la voce angiolica e divina
desti nei cor’ la bella Pecorina.

A la dolce armonia si fa serena
l’aria, s’acquetà il mar, tacciono i venti,
e si rallegra il ciel di gir in giro.
I santi angeli intenti
chinaro in questa parte il vago viso,
s’obliano ogni piacer del paradiso.
Et ella in tanto honore
dice con lieto suono: qui regna Amore.

As such the sweetness of the Siren’s song ever rapt the senses and soul of the listener, no less does the beautiful Pecorina with a voice angelic and divine stir the heart.

So closely was Polissena Pecorina associated with the manuscript of the Musica nova that it became known as Le pecorina or La pecorina of Ms. Adrian. Polissena eventually owned the collection outright (presumably after Capponi) and Prince Alfonso d’Este was obliged to purchase it from her in 1554 in order to return it to its creator to prepare it for publication.

Chiare fresche dolci acque (Canzoniere 126, v. 52), describing a rain of flowers swirling about Laura: “giurando parea dir: Qui regna Amore.”

As such the sweetness of the Siren’s song ever rapt the senses and soul of the listener, no less does the beautiful Pecorina with a voice angelic and divine stir the heart.
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As such the sweetness of the Siren’s song ever rapt the senses and soul of the listener, no less does the beautiful Pecorina with a voice angelic and divine stir the heart.
Perissone Cambio, like Cipriano de Rore and Adrian Willaert a transplanted Fleming, studied with Willaert and was connected to Cipriano as well, for three of Cipriano’s pieces appear in Perissone’s Primo libro a quattro voci (1547) and one of Perissone’s was printed in each of Cipriano’s second and third books of five-voice madrigals; Perissone also wrote the dedicatory letter for Gardane’s 1548 edition of Cipriano’s third book. Francesco Sansovino, a Florentine who immigrated to Venice at age six with his father, the sculptor Jacopo Sansovino, described Perissone as “a soprano without equal who’s been sought out by many princes but wouldn’t exchange Venice for any other city.” Feldman imagines him “among the impressive performers Doni witnessed in Neri Capponi’s salon.” According to a sonnet written by Domenico Venier after Perissone’s early death:

Fermò l’onde nel mar, ne l’aria i venti,  
Arse il gel, mosse i monti, e l’ciel turbato  
Serenò l’ suon de’ suoi soavi accenti.

The sound of his sweet tones stopped  
The waves in the sea, the wind in the air,  
Burned ice, moved mountains, and made serene the clouded sky.

Perissone features in the second part of Doni’s Dialogo, a lighthearted evocation of an evening at a musical academy in Venice. Besides Perissone, the eight participants who converse and sing madrigals include the composers Claudio Veggio and Girolamo Parabosco (another student of Willaert’s) and a woman called Selvaggia. Perissone sang soprano parts as an adult, but was not a castrato, so presumably used some kind of falsetto technique. A man called Michele also takes the top part in the madrigals sung in Part I of the Dialogo. Here the setting is Piacenza, the gathering possibly modelled on the short-lived Accademia degli Ortolani (Academy of the Gardeners) which Doni served as secretary for a brief time in 1543 prior to his move to Venice.

To return to our choice between Polissena and Perissone: Cipriano may have expected either a woman or an adult man to sing the top parts of his music. Absent any information as to his city.

Perissone sang, and third books of five-voice madrigals; Perissone also wrote the dedicatory letter for Gardane’s 1548 edition of Cipriano’s third book. Francesco Sansovino, a Florentine who immigrated to Venice at age six with his father, the sculptor Jacopo Sansovino, described Perissone as “a soprano without equal who’s been sought out by many princes but wouldn’t exchange Venice for any other city.” Feldman imagines him “among the impressive performers Doni witnessed in Neri Capponi’s salon.” According to a sonnet written by Domenico Venier after Perissone’s early death:

Fermò l’onde nel mar, ne l’aria i venti,  
Arse il gel, mosse i monti, e l’ciel turbato  
Serenò l’ suon de’ suoi soavi accenti.

The sound of his sweet tones stopped  
The waves in the sea, the wind in the air,  
Burned ice, moved mountains, and made serene the clouded sky.

Perissone features in the second part of Doni’s Dialogo, a lighthearted evocation of an evening at a musical academy in Venice. Besides Perissone, the eight participants who converse and sing madrigals include the composers Claudio Veggio and Girolamo Parabosco (another student of Willaert’s) and a woman called Selvaggia. Perissone sang soprano parts as an adult, but was not a castrato, so presumably used some kind of falsetto technique. A man called Michele also takes the top part in the madrigals sung in Part I of the Dialogo. Here the setting is Piacenza, the gathering possibly modelled on the short-lived Accademia degli Ortolani (Academy of the Gardeners) which Doni served as secretary for a brief time in 1543 prior to his move to Venice.

To return to our choice between Polissena and Perissone: Cipriano may have expected either a woman or an adult man to sing the top parts of his music. Absent any information as to his preferences, we have opted for variety, employing a female soprano for ten of the madrigals, and a woman or an adult man to sing the top parts of his music. Absent any information as to his city.


31 Feldman, p. 343.

32 Feldman, p. 343.

33 Feldman, p. 40. Venier, “The most prominent literary patron at midcentury, a Venetian patrician … lived from 1517 to 1582 and presided for virtually all of his adult life over the most renowned literary academy in Venice” (p. 83); he was a devotee of Pietro Bembo (p. 87 ff.).

34 Probably Isabetta Guasco from Piacenza, according to Einstein, p. 197.


Performing pitch

The question of the performing pitch of vocal music before the early seventeenth century resists easy answers, due on the one hand to the near-complete absence of surviving instruments whose pitch might be measured, and on the other to the fact that much polyphonic music was sung by voices alone. It is sometimes asserted off-handedly that all-vocal ensembles simply chose any convenient pitch out of the air and that the result was a complete absence of a vocal pitch standard across Europe. Besides the lack of any evidence in support of this view, there are serious objections to its plausibility. Not the least of these is the fact that when evidence does begin to emerge for pitch standards of specific frequencies, from the later sixteenth century onwards, whether in Italy, Germany, France, or England, those pitches fall into a pattern. The most common pitch on the continent in the seventeenth century is around A466 Hz (a semitone above the modern standard of A440); the next most common, around A415 (a whole tone below A466); a third, less common pitch occurs yet another semitone down at about A392. That is to say, the most common pitches are a higher one (A466) and a lower one (A415) separated by a whole tone, with a third pitch (A392) a minor third lower than the higher and more common of the first two. As Bruce Haynes realised and documented in his landmark study of 2002, these pitches are related to each other on a “grid” of integral intervals (not less than a semitone) which allowed players of instruments tuned in meantone, such as organs and most winds, to transpose between them if necessary.

In the absence of a reason to alter it, performing pitch is unlikely to change. As Haynes observes, “it is in everyone’s interest that it remain stable.” At most times and in most places there will have been many reasons to conserve pitch standards and the pitch grid (while allowing for variations in taste between regions and individual musicians), enabling music to cross distances in space and time and saving a lot of money which would otherwise have to be spent on purchasing or refitting instruments; and indeed, the pitch grid endured for centuries. It is therefore pretty safe to assume that we can extrapolate backwards from the patterns in place around 1600.

Furthermore, the normal written range of unaccompanied vocal polyphony is far from arbitrary, but rather is tied to sounding pitch and grew from a profound understanding of the ranges of human voices. This knowledge is embedded in and manifested firstly by the Gamut or normative musical space of medieval and Renaissance music and its range of twenty notes from bass G until A505 Hz above this A466 pitch, and is a submultiple of this grid. The second pitch is a whole tone lower than A466, around 798 Hz in the 17th century, and this was the normal pitch for instruments such as lutes and the uppermost tessitura of unaccompanied vocal music, and in turn the pitch for the sung accompaniments of keyboard music and organs. It is this grid which we have been working to uncover.”

Feldman imagines him “among the impressive performers Doni witnessed in Neri Capponi’s salon.” According to a sonnet written by Domenico Venier after Perissone’s early death:

Fermò l’onde nel mar, ne l’aria i venti,  
Arse il gel, mosse i monti, e l’ciel turbato  
Serenò l’ suon de’ suoi soavi accenti.

The sound of his sweet tones stopped  
The waves in the sea, the wind in the air,  
Burned ice, moved mountains, and made serene the clouded sky.

Perissone features in the second part of Doni’s Dialogo, a lighthearted evocation of an evening at a musical academy in Venice. Besides Perissone, the eight participants who converse and sing madrigals include the composers Claudio Veggio and Girolamo Parabosco (another student of Willaert’s) and a woman called Selvaggia. Perissone sang soprano parts as an adult, but was not a castrato, so presumably used some kind of falsetto technique. A man called Michele also takes the top part in the madrigals sung in Part I of the Dialogo. Here the setting is Piacenza, the gathering possibly modelled on the short-lived Accademia degli Ortolani (Academy of the Gardeners) which Doni served as secretary for a brief time in 1543 prior to his move to Venice.

To return to our choice between Polissena and Perissone: Cipriano may have expected either a woman or an adult man to sing the top parts of his music. Absent any information as to his preferences, we have opted for variety, employing a female soprano for ten of the madrigals, and a male for the other ten.


52 Feldman, p. 343.

53 Feldman, p. 40. Venier, “The most prominent literary patron at midcentury, a Venetian patrician … lived from 1517 to 1582 and presided for virtually all of his adult life over the most renowned literary academy in Venice” (p. 83); he was a devotee of Pietro Bembo (p. 87 ff.).

54 Probably Isabetta Guasco from Piacenza, according to Einstein, p. 197.


56 Bruce Haynes, A history of performing pitch (2002), Introduction, section 0-3; ch. 2; et passim.

57 Haynes, p. 96.
written in a C-clef on the second or third line from the top or in an F-clef on the third line, must naturally be transposed … If it is in a transposed mode \([mol]\) it must be taken down a fourth, and \(B\) \([durum]\) applied; if, however, it is untransposed \([sol]\) it must be taken down a fifth, and \(B\) \([mol]\) used.\(^{29}\) Numerous instances of high and low clef notation exist dating back at least as far as the mid-fifteenth century and the generation of Johannes Ockeghem, and the practice of transposition is amply and unambiguously documented from the later sixteenth century onwards. Proving the general application of transposition to vocal music before 1600 is somewhat less straightforward, due to the absence of explicit instructions, such as Praetorius’s cited above, from contemporary theoretical or practical treatises. Nevertheless, a few pieces of evidence, from both written texts and notated music, may be brought to bear on the topic as it relates to Cipriano’s 1542 madrigals in particular.\(^{20}\)

The first witness is Gioseffo Zarlino, who moved to Venice in 1541, studied with Willaert, and succeeded Cipriano (who was himself Willaert’s successor) as maestro di cappella of San Marco in 1565. Zarlino considers the question of vocal ranges in Part IV, chapter 31 of his Istituzioni harmoniche of 1558. The entire chapter is worth reading closely for its discussion of the relative ranges of soprano, alto, tenor, and bass parts; I excerpt the most directly relevant passages here.

---


Del modo, che si hâ da tenere, nell' accocommodar le parti della cantilena; & delle estremità loro; & quanto le chorde estreme acute di ciascuna quelle, che sono poste nell'acuto, possano esser lontane dall'estrema chorde posta nel grave del concen.

Cap. 31. . .

Sarebbe bene il dovere, che ciascuno di esse [parti] non passasse più di otto chorde, & stesse raccolta nelle chorde della sua Diapason; ma perche si passa più oltra, & torna alle volte commodo grandemente alli Compositori; però questo attribuiranno più presto ad una certa licenza, ce si pigliano, & alla perfezione della cosa . . .

Et benche (come hò detto) tal parti si poßino estendere alle volte per una chorde nell'grave, & anche nell'acuto; & per due anco, & più se fusse dibisogno, altra le loro Diapason; tuttavia si debbe cercare, che le parti cantino commodamente; & che non trappânsi la Decima, ower la Undecima chorde ne il loro estremo, & che non si passassino ad esser sfazionate, faticose, & difficili da cantarsi per la loro ascesa, & discesa. Si debbe oltra di ciò avertire, che 'l Basso non si estenda per la loro ascesa, & discesa. Si debbe oltra essere sforzate, faticose, & difficili da cantarsi.

CHAPTER 31. The parts of a vocal composition: how they should be arranged, their range, and how far the highest note of the composition may be from the lowest note.

. . .

It would be good if each of the parts did not exceed eight notes and remained confined within the notes of its octave. But parts do exceed eight notes, and it sometimes turns out to be of great convenience to the composer, and thus we shall ascribe this practice to a certain license and not to the perfection of the thing. . . .

And although (as I said earlier) parts can at times be extended up or down by one step, and even, if necessary, by two or more steps beyond their diapason, nevertheless one should take care that the parts can be sung comfortably, and that they do not exceed in their extremes the tenth or eleventh note, for then they would become forced, tiring, and difficult to sing, because of their ascent and descent. In addition to this, one should note that the bass ought not to extend much below the notes of the octave which contains its mode, nor ought the soprano to do the same above, for this would make the composition extreme, causing great inconvenience for the singers.

Debbé adunque fare il Compositore, che computando la estrema chorde grave del Basso della cantilena con la estrema acuta del Sopranò, non trappânsi la Decimana chorde, ancora che non sarebbe molto incommodo, quando si arivasse alla Ventesima; ma non più oltra: perciocché osservando si questo, le parti resteranno ne il loro termini, & saranno cantabili senza fatica alcuna.

Et perche alle volte so suole comporre senza il Sopranò, si dice tal maniera di comporr si chiama Comparse a voci mutate; over comporre solamente più Tenori, & il Basso, lo chiamano Compare a voci pari; però voglio, che si sappia, che nelle prime composizioni sì pigli il Contralto in luogo del Sopranò, & l'altra parte viene ad essere contenuta tra le istesse chorde del Contralto, ower nelle chorde del Tenore; di maniera che tal cantilena viene ad esser composta con due Contralti, ower con tre Tenori.

È ben vero, che si hâ rispetto alla parte, che si piglia per il Sopranò: perciocché è alquanto più acuta sempre di quella, che si piglia per il Basso: ma perciocché quella procede in una maniera alquanto più rimesa; Ma sia come si voglia, bisogna compor le parti della cantilena in tal guisa, che i loro estremi non pasçano oltra la Quintadecima chorde; consumando la estrema grave, & la estrema acuta.

L'altre parti, che si aggiungessero oltra le quattro nominate, non potrebbono aggiungere, in altra maniera, se non raddoppiando l'una di esse: & si chiamarebbe Tenore secondo, o Secondo Basso; & così dico delle altre . . .

To be sure, particular attention should be paid to the part that takes the place of the soprano, because it is always somewhat higher than the one that takes the place of the alto, the latter proceeding in a somewhat more restrained manner. But be that as it may, the parts of a composition should be arranged in such a way that the extremes do not exceed fifteen notes, including the lowest and the highest notes.

Other parts besides the four mentioned above cannot be added except by doubling one of the four, and such a part would be called a second tenor or second bass, and so with the others . . .

To summarize: The normal range of a vocal part is an octave, plus one, two, or occasionally three notes—that is, up to an eleventh, or what can be notated on a five-line staff without using ledger lines. The total compass of a piece should be confined to nineteen or twenty notes,—i.e. the compass of the Gamut. A piece without a soprano part should have a compass of fifteen notes or two octaves. Finally, one cannot write a part in a range other than the normal four, whether above a soprano or below a bass—that is, there are no voices that sing above the soprano, nor below the bass.

Added together, Zarlino's instructions point to only one possible interpretation: that polyphonic vocal music had a total possible written compass of nineteen or twenty notes (compounded from four parts with different ranges of eight to eleven notes each), and, crucially, that this written compass corresponded to a general sounding range no matter what the written range might be. If this were not the case—if, for example, the apparent high range of high clefs, or low range of low clefs, was intended to sound as written at a normative pitch somewhere around A415—466—then one could compose music for five or more voice types, adding a "high soprano" or "low bass" to the usual four. Such a scoring could utilize an extended compass of twenty-three notes (adding a "high soprano") from bass F (one note below the lowest line of the staff in F4 clef) to treble g' (one note above the highest line of the staff in g2), or even twenty-five (adding a "low bass" as well), starting from the bass D one can write without ledger lines in the low F5 clef. But Zarlino is perfectly clear: "In computing the lowest note of the bass in a composition and the highest note of the soprano, a composer should take care not to exceed the nineteenth … [or] twentieth note" and "Other parts besides the four mentioned above cannot be added except by doubling one of the four." Such a scoring could thus accommodate the modal ranges of the seventeen madrigals of the modal cycle as exemplary of Cipriano's understanding of modality; the remaining madrigals (nos. 18-20) present the same pattern of ranges and compasses.

In another chapter, Zarlino confirms that the practice of transposition by a fourth or fifth ("by placing the note in the location of k," he puts it, just as Praetorius does, i.e. by changing the scale or octave slightly, "in order to match the sound of their instruments to the voices, which sometimes cannot ascend or descend as far as the proper locations of the modes require when played on the said instruments") is the standard practice among modern musicians just as it was among "ancient" musicians of the generations of Ockeghem and Josquin.

If it is possible therefore…that by changing one note into another, that is, by placing the note k in the location of 1, or, better said, by transposing the semitone, one can change one mode into another…there is no doubt that any mode, be it First, Second, Third, Fourth, or any of the others, with the help of any note that changes one octave into another, any mode that we may see we can transpose higher or lower, as it pleases us. How much this may at such times be useful, I leave to judge to those who have judgement; because such transpositions are useful and highly necessary both to every skilled organist involved with choral music and similarly to other players who play other sorts of instruments, in order to match the sound of their instruments to the voices, which sometimes cannot ascend or descend as far as the proper locations of the modes require when played on the said instruments. And such transpositions are now in use among modern musicians, as they were also among the ancients, Ockeghem and his disciple Josquin, and an infinite number of others, as one may see in their compositions.

Figure 1 and 2, presenting in two formats the ranges and compasses of the seventeen madrigals that make up the modal cycle of *madrigali*, show that Cipriano's practice anticipates Zarlino's precepts in every detail.\footnote{I have focussed on the seventeen madrigals of the modal cycle as exemplary of Cipriano’s understanding of modality, the remaining madrigals (nos. 18-20) present the same pattern of ranges and compasses.} No matter what the notated range or the clefs used, the total compass of each madrigal is nineteen notes, with the exception of one note in one piece. (One single bass note in no. 15, *Quel sempre acerbo et honorato giorno*, extends the compass of that piece ever so briefly from nineteen to twenty.) Not one madrigal combines a high g2 clef in the Cantus with a low e4 clef in the bass. Each of the seventeen madrigals of the modal cycle presents a compass of twenty-three notes, extending the compass of that piece ever so briefly from nineteen to twenty.\footnote{The Istitutioni harmoniche, Part IV, ch. 17 (“Della Trasportatione delli Modi”), p. 319; trans. modified from Cohen, pp. 52.}
The limits Cipriano imposed on the ranges and compasses employed in this collection are in no way exceptional. The same pattern may be observed, for example, in Willaert's *Musica nova*. In its 27 motets and 25 madrigals for four to seven voices, although Willaert deploys a wide variety of scorings and clef combinations, nine in all, there is not one single instance in which he combines g2 in the top part with a clef lower than F3—not even, as one might imagine he would, in the most splendid scorings for six or seven voices.\(^2\)

Nor is Zarlino in any way alone in discussing standard transpositions of a fourth or a fifth: the practice has been extensively documented for the sixteenth century, in both practical and theoretical sources.\(^3\) To turn, for example, to another witness from the circles of Cipriano, Willaert, Polissena Pecorina, Strozzi, and Capponi, Silvestro Ganassi shows how to transpose down a fifth on viols by imagining a different clef and signature in chapter XXII of his *Lettione seconda* (dedicated to Strozzi) he notes that a lower pitch is generally preferable for singers:

\(^2\) See the tables in Feldman, pp. 225-6. The same phenomenon may be observed in collection upon collection of music, for example in the 72 works in the Peterhouse partbooks, copied c. 1540 for Canterbury Cathedral, or the 46 works that survive complete in the Eton choirbook, compiled c. 1500: see my notes to *The Lost Music of Canterbury* (BHCD1008).

\(^3\) See the works cited in fn. 19.
For this recording, therefore, we have followed the conventional practice of the sixteenth century, singing Cipriano’s high-clef music down a fourth or fifth, depending on the signature, from its notated pitch, and bringing its compass into line with that of the music notated in ordinary clefs. 25 (See Figure 2) The one outlier is Tu pianti, with its unusual clefs and scoring. Although the Bassus’s F5 clef might suggest that this is a low-clef piece, meant to be transposed up, its Cantus’s c2 clef and Tenor’s c4 are standard; the range of its Cantus is comparable to that of no. 6, Altiero sasso, the range of its Tenor is identical to that of nos. 4-7 and 17, and the low E of its Bassus is also touched, albeit once only, in no. 15 (after that piece is transposed down according to the principles given above). The Hypophrygian mode and MTTBarB scoring of Tu pianti, both unique within the book, seem to point to a truly different sound world, subtly darker and more sombre, most appropriate for its pivotal place at the lowest moment in the poetic and modal cycle.

With questions of scoring, pitch, and transposition settled, I turn to the more subjective and perceptive concerns that arise in the poetic and modal cycle. The pitch and transposition of the music, as well as the location of the voices on the staff, becomes even more significant when we consider the context of Doni’s Dialogo della musica, his presentation of musical theory as a three-movement piece (see Haar 1966, p. 217). As James Haar comments, “that Doni was talking about chiave in the sense of clef, in part in the sense of transposition by clef, is clear from [this] passage …”26 And note that Grillone (supposedly a musician, but clearly not a very well trained one) doesn’t complain that the range of his part is suddenly a fourth or fifth higher, but about the fact that he has to cope with a new clef and, therefore, a different location of tones and semitones on the staff.

Transposing high-clef music down to a normal range enables the singers to sing naturally, sweetly, and with ease, pronouncing the words accurately and expressing the sentiment of the text without having to execute technical heroics of purely athletic interest; and, as Nicola Vicentino observes: la musica fatta sopra parole, non è fatta per altro se non per esprimere, il concetto e le passioni e gli effeti di quelle con l’armonia… music written to words is written for no other purpose than to express the sense, the passions, and the affections of the words through harmony…


26 For a nice confirmation of the practice for these very pieces, see Novum pratum musicum by Emanuel Adriaenssen (Antwerp, 1592), ff. 15v-16. On one page Adriaenssen prints the soprano and bass parts of Cantai mentre ch’i’ arsi (I madrigali, no. 1) in their original g2 and F3 clefs, with a signature of one flat and final G; on the facing page he intabulates the madrigal for lute, down a fourth with no flat and final D.
At first acquaintance, however, these madrigals of 1542 may seem so extremely reserved as to express little. The melodies, while indeed graceful, are seldom particularly memorable, nor are they often imitated exactly; they are shaped by the rhythm and pitch of the words rather than by purely melodic impulse, and subtly varied from voice to voice. There are very few of the dramatic, pictorial gestures found in later madrigals—the few we hear are all the more powerful for being so rare—and, as Feldman notes, in this collection “Rore’s language evinced virtually none of the harmonic experiments of overt text painting that were to invite” Monteverdi to call him the father of the seconda pratica. “How his earliest settings managed to construe text so vividly is a question that must be searched out in other domains—in the way his rhetoric simultaneously shapes verbal syntax and meaning.”

And the way the text is construed, its “reading,” is even more complicated than suggested by Haar’s account of “a single reading of the poem, but one marked by a collective pondering of its meaning and of its verbal music.” For Cipriano’s is a polyphonic reading, in which five voices read the poem together, not, however, simultaneously or coordinated into homophony, but each pursuing its own reading: a five-layered representation of a single line of poetry. Added to this are all the non-verbal, emotional meanings conveyed by melody, harmony, and counterpoint, which may operate completely independently of the text. Such a density of literal and non-literal meaning is, perhaps, a unique property of polyphonic music. And you don’t have to take the word of a mere musician on this subject:

**Conclusion of the poet, painter and musician**

As for the representation of corporeal things, there is the same difference between the painter and the poet as between disembodied and united bodies, because when the poet describes the beauty or ugliness of a body, he shows it to you part by part and at different times, while the painter lets you see it all in one moment. The poet cannot create words the real shape of the parts which make up a whole, as does the painter, who can set them before you with the same truth as is possible in nature; and the same thing happens to the poet as would to the musician, if the latter would sing by himself a song.
canti, and canta prima il cant, poi il tenore, e così seguita il cont’ alto e poi il basso; e di costui non risulta la grazia della proporzionalità armonica, la quale si rinchiude in tempi armonici, e fa esso poeta a similitudine d’un bel volto, il quale ti mostra a membro a membro, che così facendo, non rimonneresti mai satisfeito dalla sua bellezza, la quale sola consiste nella divina proporzionalità delle predette membra insieme composte, le quali sola in un tempo componono essa divina armonia dessa congiunto di membre, che spesso talogno la libertà posseduta a chi le vede.

E la musica ancora fa nel suo tempo armonico a mostrare di tutte quelle varie voci, delle quali il poeta è privato della loro discretione armonica, e ben che la poesia entri pel senso dell’ auditio alla sedia del giudicium, siccome la musica, esso poeta non può descrivere l’armonia della musica, perché non ha potestà in un medesimo tempo di dire diverse cose.

Music, on the other hand, within its harmonic tempo produces a melodic line generated by its various voices, while the poet is deprived of their specific harmonic action, and although poetry reaches the seat of judgment through the sense of hearing, like music, it cannot describe musical harmony, because the poet is not able to say different things at the same time, as is achieved in painting by the harmonious proportionality created by the various parts at the same time, so that their sweeter harmonics be perceived at the same time, as a whole and in its parts, as a whole with regard to the composition, in particular with regard to the component parts. For these reasons the poet remains, in the representation of corporeal things, far behind the painter and, in the representation of invisible things, he remains behind the musician.

In approaching these madrigals we have first heeded advice offered by Zarlino:

Quelle cose, che appartengono al Cantore sono queste: Primieramente dee con ogni diligenza provvedere nel suo cantare, di proferire la modulation in quel modo, che è stata composta dal Compositore; & non fare come fanno alcuni poco avveduti, i quali per fan tenere più valenti, & più savi de gli altri, fanno alle volte di suo capo alcune diminuizioni tante, che non si possono più sentire. Ma debbono adunque li Cantori averenti, di cantar correttamente quelle cose, che sono scritte secondo la mente del Compositore; intonando bene le voci, ponendole a i loro luoghi; cercando di accomodarle alla consonanza, & cantar secondo la natura delle parole contenute nella composizione in tal maniera, che quando le parole con- tengano materie allegre, debbono cantar allegremente, & con gagliardi movimenti; & quando le parole contengano materie meste, mutar proposito. Ma sopra il tutto (accioche le parole della cantilena siano in- testate nel cantare) non debbono esser lasciati da uno errore, che si ritrova appresso molti, cioè di non mutar le Lettere vocali delle parole … Ma debbono profiter secondo la loro vera pronuntia …

Ma lascando cotesa cosa da un canto, dico, che se’l Compositore, & li Cantori insieme osserveranno quelle cose, che appartengono al loro officio, non è dubbio, che ogni cantilena sarà dilettevole, dolce, soave, & piena di buona harmonia, & appariterà a gli Uditori grato, & dolce piacere.

Singers should aim to render faithfully what is written to express the composer’s intention, intoning the correct steps in the right places. They should seek to adjust to the consonances and to sing in accord with the nature of the words of the composition; happy words should be sung happily and at a lively pace, whereas sad texts call for the opposite. Above all, in order that the words may be understood, they should take care not to fall into the common error of changing the vowel sounds … they should form each vowel in accord with its true pronunciation.

But leaving these matters, I shall conclude by saying that if the composer and singers observe those things that pertain to their respective callings, we may doubt that every composition will be sweet, soft, and full of good harmony, and bring the listeners gratitude and sweet pleasure.

Guided by a native Italian musician and linguistic coach, the marvellous Alessandro Quarta, we have sought most diligently to pronounce the words correctly and to give the verses their proper rhetorical shape and force. We have, furthermore, adopted Zarlino’s suggestion of changing the mood and tempo in accordance with the nature of the words, a tactic earlier recommended by Vicentino, who likens a musical performance to an oration.

Regola da concertare cantando ogni sorte di composizione. Cap. XXXXII.

Differenti sono le composizioni, secondo che sono i suggetti, sopra che sono fatte, & alcuni cantanti molte volte non avvertono, cantando sopra che sia fatta la composizione, & canto senza alcuna considerazione, & sempre à un certo suo modo, secondo la sua natura & il suo uso, & le composizione che sono fatte sopra varj suggetti, & varie fantasie; portano seco differenti maniere di cantare, & cosi il cantante dè considerare la mente del Poeta Musico, et cosi del Poeta volgare, ò Latino, & imitare con la voce la composizione, & usare diversi modi di cantare, come sono diverse le maniere delle composizioni, & quando usare tali modi, sarà giudicato da gli oditori huomo di giuditio, & di havere molte maniere di cantare, & dimostrà esser abundante, & ricco di molti modi di cantare…

Rule for singing any sort of composition in performance. Chapter XXXXII.

Compositions differ according to the subjects on which they are made. All too frequently, however, certain singers pay no attention to this in their singing. They sing unheedingly and, depending on their nature and custom, using their own specific technique. But compositions made on various subjects and various ideas demand different styles of composing. The singer, therefore, must consider the intention of the musical poet and likewise that of the poet writing in the vernacular or in Latin, and must imitate the composition with his voice by using as many diverse techniques of singing as there are diverse styles of composition, and when he employs such methods, he will be judged a man of good judgement, with many styles of singing, and will demonstrate that he has an abundant and rich store of ways of singing…

& ogni cantante avvertonia quando canterà, lamentationi, ò altre composizione meste di non fare alcuna diminuzione, perche le composizioni meste, pareranno allegre, & poi per l’opposto non si dè cantare mesto, nelle case allegre così Volgari, come Latine, & s’avvertirà che nel concertare le cose volgare a voler fare che ghl’oditori restino satisfatti, si dè cantare le parole conformi all’opinione del Compositor, & la voce esprimere, quelle intonationi accom- pagnate dalle parole, con quelle passioni. Hora allegre, hora meste, & quando soavi, & quando crudeli & con gli accenti adhierire àl pronuntia delle parole & delle note,

& qualche volta si usa un certo ordine di procedere, nelle composizioni, che non si può scrivere, come sono, il dir piano, & forte, & il dir presto, & tardo, & secondo le parole, muover la Misa, per dimostrare gli affetti delle passioni delle parole, & dell’armonia, ad alcuno non li parà cosa strana tal modo di mutar misura, tutti à un tratto cantando mentre che nel concerto s’intendia, ove si habba da mutar misura che non sarà errore alcuno, & la composizione cantata, con la mutatione della misura è molto gratiata, & del suo uso, & le compositioni che sono fatte, & alcuni cantanti molte volte non avvertono in loro operar, perche ne la compositione cantata, con la mutatione della misura, si ritroverà che tal procedere piacerà più à gli’oditori, che la misura continua sempre à un modo, & il moto della misura si dè muovere, secondo le parole, più tardo, & più presto,…

Every singer should take care not to make any diminutions when singing lamentations or other mournful compositions, for then these sad works will seem joyful. Conversely, one should not sing joyful works sadly, be they in the vernacular or in Latin. And one should take care when performing works in the vernacular to satisfy the listeners; thus one should sing the words in a way matching the intention of the Composer, and with one’s voice express the melodic lines, matching the words to their passions—now joyful, now sad, now gentle, and now cruel—and adhere to the accents and pronunciation of the words and the notes.

Sometimes a composition is performed according to a certain method that cannot be written down, such as singing softly and loudly or fast and slow, or changing the measure [i.e. tempo] according to the words, so as to show the effects of the passions and the harmony. This technique of having all the singers at once change the measure will not seem strange, provided the ensemble agrees on when the measure is to be changed, thus avoiding any errors. A composition sung with changes of measure is pleasing because of the variety, more so than one that continues on to the end without any variation of tempo. Experience with this technique will make everyone secure in it. You will find that in vernacular works the procedure gratifies listeners more than a persistent changeless measure. The measure should change according to the words, now slower and now faster…
Preparing, performing, and recording these pieces, we have learned from the artistic creations of Cipriano de Rore and Francesco Petrarca, both generous souls and inspiring spirits, and have thereby gained a deeper understanding of music, poetry, and performance. We are most grateful to Jessie Ann Owens for inviting us on the journey in the first place; to the American Musicological Society for awarding Professor Owens and Blue Heron the Noah Greenberg Award which gave an initial impetus to the project; to Alessandro Quarta for being a Virgil to us as we made our way through the dense woods of Petrarchan verse; and to all our latter day Strozzi and Capponi, the generous patrons who have supported the endeavor.
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